Eduardo Bonnín Aguiló

100 Years: Biography & Mentality

This book is about Eduardo’s biography and thoughts. It was written on the anniversary of Eduardo’s 100th birthday. The first part, his BIOGRAPHY, deals with the stages in his life in a simple way. The second part, his MENTALITY, approaches his way of thinking. His entire life was dedicated to Christ, the Person, and Friendship. We pray that Eduardo will be canonized for his holiness. The authors refer to him as the “Saint of Normality.”

Together with the historical description of the events in Eduardo’s life, this book tells us the evolution of his thinking, his motivations, the depth of his vision about human relations, and his extraordinary faith in the love that God, out of love for Christ, shows for every person.

Eduardo’s Thinking: “The Gospel requires a decision to put faith, hope, and charity in every circumstance of life.” We need to be open to reality and attentive to people”. “What we must evangelize is daily life, the day-to-day, every moment, that is, the natural, normal, human things that happen and keep happening to us, which sometimes need forgiveness, understanding, or endurance. At other times, it’s a matter of forgiving ourselves, understanding and putting up with ourselves”. (Page 135)
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